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1. Introduction
Remote regions in central Europe share the same risks and issues related to being at the periphery of main
transport networks. Inadequate and under-used services, excessive costs, lack of last-mile services and
proper intermodality, poor communication and information to users and car commuting are the challenges
that many central European regions face.
The SMACKER project addresses those disparities to promote public transport and mobility services that are
demand-responsive and that connect local and regional systems to main corridors and transport nodes.
Within SMACKER mobility issues related to peripheral and rural areas, and main barriers are assessed and
addressed by providing solutions that draw on the best international know-how. SMACKER promotes demandresponsive transport services to connect local and regional systems to main transport corridors and nodes:
soft measures (e.g. behaviour change campaigns) and hard measures (e.g. mobility service pilots) are used
to identify and promote eco-friendly solutions for public transport in rural and peripheral areas to achieve
more liveable and sustainable environments, better integration of the population to main corridors and
better feeding services. SMACKER helps local communities to re-design their transport services according to
user needs, through a coordinated co-design process between local/regional partners and stakeholders;
SMACKERS also encourages the use of new transport services through motivating and incentivizing
campaigns. The direct beneficiaries of the actions are residents, commuters and tourists.
Participation reflects the overall integration of citizens and groups in planning processes and policy decisionmaking and consequently the share of power. In particular, transport planning and transport relevant
measures are often the subject of controversial discussions within the urban community. The concept of
Sustainable Urban Mobility Planning has established the principle that the public should be included from
the very beginning of the transport planning process and not only when the plans are largely completed and
only minor amendments can be carried out. For that reason, public authorities need to open-up debate on
this highly specialised and complex subject area and make participation a part of the planning process. In
order to ensure participation throughout the process, development of an engagement strategy would be
necessary.
This deliverable provides the report on the implementation of the Gdynia pilot activities.
Chapter 2 contextualizes the pilot implementation, making explicit the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on the rolling out of the activities foreseen in the pilot plan and reporting the role of the LMF in the pilot
phases.
Chapter 3 reports on the pilot action implementation. It also describes the pilot framework, clarifying the
actors involved and presenting the information useful to understand the pilot implementation timetable
that is presented in a tabular form. Furthermore, it reports on the implementation of the pilot
communication and nudging activities.
Annexes detail the pilot activities implemented in collaboration with the LMF through providing the meeting
minutes (Annex 1) of the LMF meetings that took place between September 2019 and April 2022 and report
the communication and nudging material developed and used for the pilot action (Annex 2).
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2. References for the pilot implementation
The Gdynia pilot plan is presented in D.T2.2.4, which was built taking into account specificities of the pilot
site, the existing mobility plans, the results from the collaboration with the local LMF (D.T1.2.6, D.T1.2.13),
and the local strategies elaborated with the SMACKER scientific partners (D.T1.2.19, chapter 4).
Policy makers, transport operators and stakeholders are involved in pilot activities through the LMF
(D.T2.2.2).

2.1. Impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the pilot action
The COVID-19 pandemic was officially declared by the World Health Organization (WHO) on 11 March 20201.
It impacted first the drafting of the pilot plan, as the original timeline outlined in the SMACKER AF has been
reorganized following the pandemic contingency since the planning phase. This is clearly explained in
D.T2.2.4 chapter 4.1.1 “Modifications of pilot action vs AF and impact of COVID19”, which content is
reported here below for the sake of the reader.
In the specific Gdynia case, it is noted that the COVID19 emergency and the consequent lockdown of
activities in Poland lasting from March to May had an impact on the SMACKER pilot activities.
Most of all, the tender procedure for the installation of e-inks was released later than originally planned
(May/June 2020).
After receiving the offers from potential Contractors, it turned out that the budget is insufficient to realise
the tender (original budget for the installation of e-inks was 15 000 EUR). As a result, City of Gdynia
contacted Lead Partner and Joint Secretariat in order to inform on the situation and to get the approval
of the budget shift within budget lines. The proposal of budget shift was approved and the final budget
for the installation of e-inks was 25 000 EUR.
It is very likely that the COVID situation has also significantly affected the prices of all services as it is
already very much visible in all sectors of public life in Poland.
Considerable expenses of local authorities for the health sector and services related to COVID emergency
mitigation, led to budget cut in transport sector (especially in PT).
Moreover, due to the governmental and municipal restrictions introduced due to COVID emergency,
limitation up to 50% occupancy in PT vehicles led to the decision of City authorities to implement the
marketing campaign and nudging initiatives in Spring 2021.
As a result, pilot action was divided in two phases:
PHASE 1 (September 2020):
✓

installation of 4 e-inks (real time information, traditional timetables, information on
additional events/ tariffs and transportation hubs) in PT bus stops,

✓

bus stop shelter installation on one of the most frequently used bus stops – Bryla,

✓

installation of fish-shaped seats in the closest vicinity of the PT stops, preventing from the
illegal parking and increasing the safety in the region,
o

Very frequently, walking infrastructure in the vicinity of PT stops is lacking or is of very
poor quality. Moreover, illegal parking is a serious problem in some regions of the pilot
area. Therefore, it was decided to produce up to 17 fish-shaped seats, which will be
placed in the vicinity of the bus stops. They will both prevent from illegal parking and
increase the safety of inhabitants walking to the bus stop

1

https://www.who.int/director-general/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-oncovid-19---11-march-2020
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✓

installation of benches and arranging the greenery in the vicinity of most frequently used PT
stops,

✓

production of 2 short animated movies and a series of 4 posters, promoting PT and DRT in the
region,

✓ letter to inhabitants of the pilot region promoting the PT usage – signed by the Mayor of the
City of Gdynia.
PHASE 2 (Spring 2021):
✓

installation of stickers on the pavement, navigating the inhabitants of the region to the nearest
PT stop

✓

transportation pack for new residents in the pilot region (including the PT monthly tickets)

✓

competition for the PT users with attractive rewards.

The pilot aimed at strengthening sustainable mobility choices through enhancing intermodality offer, as a
backbone for implementation of DRT solutions. For implementation of DRT solution, elaboration of Mobility
Plan for the pilot area was crucial.
Also, there were problems with the scheduled LMF meetings and nudging activities, the 5th LMF meeting
originally planned for March 2020 was postponed to later dates. The 5th LMF meeting took consequently
place on 9 April 2020, the LTG training was organized in form of a webinar on 23 September 2020, while
other mentioned activities were rescheduled for the upcoming months. The main nudging activities were
planned to be implemented in April 2020: most of them were postponed to Spring 2021 due to COVID-19
pandemic that made impossible holding them in 2020. A couple of activities, i.e. “Car free day” and “Thank
you” were done by SMACKER team members on 22 September 2020 in the district with the PT users – citizen
of Chwarzno-Wiczlino. Car Free Day breakfasts and SMACKER leaflets were given out to the people getting
on and off at PT bus stops. Also, on 19 September 2020, during the Electromobility Day, the Gdynia Team
distributed SMACKER leaflets and informed the residents about the project. Unfortunately, as a consequence
- due to the pandemic situation several planned nudging activities could not take place.
As the pandemic has continued until spring 2022, it has also affected the implementation of the pilot plan
presented in chapters 4.3 and 4.4 of D.T2.2.4. This is clarified in the following chapters that reports on the
pilot implementation by adding a column to the pilot plan table.
The results of the pilot KPI monitoring plan presented in chapter 4.5 of D.T2.2.4 is included in D.T2.4.4,
chapter 4.3.

2.2. LMF activity report
Local and regional policy makers, transport operators and stakeholders are involved in the pilot planning,
implementation and monitoring through the Local Mobility Forum (LMF). The LMF is involved also in pilot
communication and nudging activities, as to better connect the pilot with the local communities who are
the first customers and also the first promoters of the pilot action.
The Gdynia LMF role in the various pilot phases can be appreciated in the table below, which was presented
first in the SMACKER deliverable D.T2.2.2 “Stakeholders and users groups involvement” and recalled in
D.T2.2.4, chapter 2.2.
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Table 1: Gdynia LMF role per pilot phase [Source: SMACKER D.T2.2.2]
Pilot action

LMF role

Planning

Provide information on current
mobility status in the pilot area;
support in identification of
problems/challenges in the pilot
area; support the data collection
regarding transport behaviour and
preferences of local community;
provide support in communication
activities and nudging activities
within pilot implementation.

Implementation
and monitoring

Support to the analysis of current
mobility situation in the pilot
region, support the implementation
of pilot – elaboration of Mobility
Plan for Chwarzno Wiczlino, support
the identification of indicator for
further monitoring and evaluation,
support the elaboration of business
case for DRT elaboration in City of
Gdynia’s pilot area, support the
communication of City of Gdynia
pilot to general pilot

Evaluation

Review of pilot project and lessons
to be learnt.
Discuss Mobility Plan for Chwarzno
Wiczlino.

LMF planned
meetings
First, Second
and Third LMF
meetings,
05.9.2019,
07.11.2019
and
02.12.2019
Fourth and
Fifth LMF
meetings,
January 2020
and March
2020
(indicative
dates)

Involved stakeholders

Result

Departments of the City
Hall of Gdynia, Road and
Green Areas Management,
local Public Transport
operator, District Council of
Chwarzno Wiczlino, Spatial
Planning Office of the City
of Gdynia, Laboratory of
Social Innovations, City
Council, Coordinator of
LMF-EU projects and
Mobility Management Unit,
University of Gdańsk
(Department of Economy)

D.T2.2.4

Sixth LMF
meeting, April
2020
(indicative)

Departments of the City
Hall of Gdynia, Road and
Green Areas Management,
local Public Transport
operator, District Council of
Chwarzno Wiczlino, Spatial
Planning Office of the City
of Gdynia, University of
Gdańsk (Department of
Economy)

Seventh and
Eight LMF
meetings,
October 2020
and April 2021
(indicative
dates)

Departments of the City
Hall of Gdynia, Road and
Green Areas Management,
local Public Transport
operator, District Council of
Chwarzno Wiczlino, Spatial
Planning Office of the City
of Gdynia, University of
Gdańsk (Department of
Economy)

D.T2.3.3
D.T2.4.2

D.T2.4.8

The involvement of the Gdynia LMF in the pilot planning phase is reported in D.T2.2.4, chapter 2.2.1, Table
2. For the sake of the document, such a table is reported below.
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Table 2: Gdynia LMF meetings held by 30 June 2020 (role per pilot phase) [Source: SMACKER D.T2.2.4]

LMF
meetings

Date

Scope (ref. also D.T1.2.6)

Minutes

Gdynia first
LMF
meeting

5
September
2019

During the meeting, SMACKER project was introduced to
LMF members. Project’s overall objectives were described
together with a presentation of the pilot area of the
project for Gdynia. The goal of LMF formation in Gdynia
was also mentioned, together with allocation of tasks to the
stakeholders

D.T1.2.6,
chapter 7.1

Gdynia
second LMF
meeting

7 November
2019

The meeting was devoted to consultations of questionnaire
applied in research on transport behaviour and preferences
of pilot area inhabitants – Chwarzno Wiczlino.

D.T1.2.6,
chapter 7.2

The meeting was a bilateral one – experts from Faculty of
Economics of University of Gdańsk and coordinator of LMF –
EU Projects and Mobility Management Unit participated.
As a result, the final version of the questionnaire was
elaborated.
Gdynia
third LMF
meeting

2 December
2019

The meeting was devoted to the analysis of the pilot region –
Chwarzno Wiczlino, according to the ADVANCE methodology

D.T1.2.6,
chapter 7.3

Gdynia
fourth LMF
meeting

6 February
2020

The meeting was a bilateral one: local SMACKER coordinator
– Chwarzno Wiczlino Council. SMACKER objectives were
introduced and possibilities of cooperation and possible
involvement of the pilot area Council were discussed.

D.T2.2.4,
Annex

The involvement of the Gdynia LMF in the pilot implementation, monitoring & evaluation activities is
reported in the following table.
Table 3: Gdynia LMF meetings held during the pilot implementation, monitoring & evaluation phase

LMF meetings

Date

Scope (ref. also D.T1.2.6)

Minutes

Gdynia fifth LMF
meeting

9 April
2020

The meeting included a presentation of various studies
on transportation preferences and travel behaviour,
which provided input to the SMACKER project.

D.C.1.4,
Report no.
3

The results of the study of transportation preferences
and travel behaviour of residents of Szemud
Municipality – an area adjacent to the pilot area of the
SMACKER project and the main area generating transit
traffic in the pilot area - were discussed.

D.T2.3.3,
Annex 1
(this
document)

(originally
foreseen
in March
2020)

The issue of developing a Mobility Plan for the district
was also discussed along with the presentation of
possible solutions to be implemented.
Due to COVID-19 pandemic situation and lack of
possibility to organize the LMF meeting on 12 March as
previously planned, it was decided to shift the date of
the LMF and organize it online. The link to the
meeting was sent with invitation to LMF members and
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LMF meetings

Date

Scope (ref. also D.T1.2.6)
the questionnaires were collected from the
participants. The meeting is available on the Youtube
platform.

Minutes

Gdynia sixth LMF
meeting

23
September
2020

The role of public transportation and new transport
services to increase the accessibility of the ChwarznoWiczlino district was discussed.

D.T1.3.4,
Annex

(originally
foreseen
in April
2020)

It was decided to organize the LTG and LMF jointly.
Most of the participants of Gdynia’s Local Mobility
Forum were involved in the LTG training, either as
speakers or simple participants. Also, in the GDYNIA
opinion it would have been much more effective than
organizing two separate events.

29 June
2021

LMF meeting was organized in the premise of local
public transport operator. The meeting was devoted
to possible routes of switch lines to be implemented in
the pilot area.

D.T2.3.3,
Annex 1
(this
document)

Originally, the eight LMF meeting was foreseen to
review the pilot project and the lessons learnt, and
discuss the Mobility Plan for Chwarzno Wiczlino, as
part of the pilot evaluation phase.

D.T2.3.3,
Annex 1
(this
document)

Gdynia seventh
LMF meeting

(originally
foreseen
in October
2020)
Gdynia eighth
LMF meeting

13 August
2021
(originally
foreseen
in April
2021)

Gdynia nineth
LMF meeting

22
February
2022
(originally
not
foreseen)

GDYNIA tenth LMF
meeting2

2

Finally, a site visit in Chwarzno-Wiczlino was
organised in the pilot area in order to test the possible
routes of swing lines to be implemented in the
district.
The objectives of the Chwarzno-Wiczlino District
Mobility Plan were presented, the activities carried
out in the SMACKER project and the transport
challenges in the pilot district were discussed.

D.T2.3.3,
Annex 1
(this
document)

The meeting was aimed at further collaboration with
local leaders (Members of Chwarzno-Wiczlino District
Council).

21 April
2022

The final meeting summarized the activities
implemented in the project.

(originally
not
foreseen)

It was an opportunity for all project team members to
review the work, successes, and lessons to be learned.

D.T2.3.3,
Annex 1
(this
document)

It discussed:
•

Gdynia's role in the SMACKER project,

•

Analysis of the current state and challenges of
mobility in the Metropolitan Area,

•

Characteristics of Chwarzno-Wiczlino district,

The meeting was held for a wider audience.
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LMF meetings

Date

Scope (ref. also D.T1.2.6)
•

Changing the service model for peripheral
districts on the case of Chwarzno-Wiczlino
district,

•

Challenges of sustainable transport
development in Szemud municipality,

•

Mobility plan for Chwarzno-Wiczlin including
the possibility of implementing DRT in the
district,

•

Changes in the transport offer of Gdynia
public transport in the area of ChwarznoWiczlino district,

•

An On-Demand Transportation System
Approach in Central Europe on the Example of
SMACKER Project Partner Cities.

Minutes
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3. Gdynia pilot implementation report
Chapter 4 of D.T2.2.4 reports the pilot plan as designed in September 2020, including the planned
interactions with stakeholders and the KPI monitoring plan. The pilot plan includes also nudging and
communication activities.
In the following, the status of pilot activity implementation is reported referring to such a plan, adding a
column to the pilot plan timetable to clarify the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the pilot
implementation.

3.1. Framework of the pilot action implementation
The Gdynia pilot implementation was coordinated by Local Coordinator – Investment Department,
Sustainable Mobility Unit involving various actors:
•

The Gdynia pilot Local Mobility Forum (LMF). Main role of LMF for the pilot in City of Gdynia was to
provide a constant debate on mobility in Chwarzno Wiczlino and it embraces politicians,
practitioners and non-experts (local community). Scope of Gdynia LMF engagement depended on
the phase of pilot implementation, as explained in D.T2.2.2:
o

During the pilot implementation: Provide information on current mobility status in the pilot
area; support in identification of problems/challenges in the pilot area; support the data
collection regarding transport behaviour and preferences of local community; provide
support in communication activities and nudging activities within pilot implementation.

o

During the pilot monitoring: Support to the analysis of current mobility situation in the
pilot region, support the implementation of pilot – elaboration of Mobility Plan for
Chwarzno Wiczlino, support the identification of indicator for further monitoring and
evaluation, support the elaboration of business case for DRT elaboration in City of Gdynia’s
pilot area, support the communication of City of Gdynia pilot to general pilot.

o

During the pilot evaluation: Review of pilot project and lessons to be learnt. Discuss
Mobility Plan for Chwarzno Wiczlino.

•

The Public Transport Operator already active as Public Transport service provider in the area (ZKM
Gdynia). ZKM Gdynia is the specialized urban transport organizer of public transport (bus, trolleybus)
in Gdynia. The specialized urban transport organizer has been set up to improve the quality of public
transport services. Transport services within the network of ZKM are carried out by operators owned
by the City of Gdynia and competing private entities. Direct collaboration with the transport
operator allowed to optimize the use of already existing transport resources and to get the best use
of SMACKER in the pilot context;

•

E-inks provider Operibus, which was identified by a public procurement procedure. Operibus
deployed a new e-ink signage display project in the City of Gdynia, Poland. This is a bus transport
system that shows real time departure, schedule plans and passenger information. The displays used
in this project are 13.3" 1600x1200 E-Ink panels. These displays operate in a wide temperature range
(-30 to 70, C) and include a heating system for colder days. The whole system is powered by solar
panels that are placed on the top of the bus stations;

•

Tomasz Konkol PROMOTION PL, a company contracted through public procurement procedures to
support Local Coordinator for implementing the pilot nudging and communication activities. They
supported the Local Coordinator in preparing promotional and marketing campaign as well as in
using social media and websites to perform specific communication and nudging activities.

The Gdynia pilot is implemented in the City of Gdynia is Chwarzno Wiczlino. It is one of the 22 districts
within the administrational division of the city. It is within the city borders since 1973. With the surface
Page 11

area of 25,53 sqkm, it is also the biggest one among all the districts. The districts is formed from two housing
estates – Chwarzno and Wiczlino (1991) and is one of most rapidly developing regions of the City.
Currently (data for end 2021), Chwarzno Wiczlino has 13.450 inhabitants (with a population density of 465
persons sqkm). However, the specificity of the region shows that this number is in fact much higher, and
approx. 30% should be added to this value – resulting in almost 18.000 residents of the pilot region. Chwarzno
– Wiczlino district is a rapidly developing region where the number of inhabitants has been constantly
increasing. It is estimated that the district will be inhabited by 30.000 citizens by 2030.
Chwarzno-Wiczlino as one of most rapidly developing regions in the City of Gdynia is the area of high cardependency with not sufficient access to sustainable mobility services. This leads to constant decrease of
air quality and negative impact on health of local population. Most of the residents are newcomers, coming
from smaller cities or towns. Their transportation habits and behaviour are very much car – oriented. Due
to the rapid development and extension of the area and the large population density, traditional public
transport services are already available for the inhabitants of the region, but services during off-peak hours
and on public holidays are limited and consequently individual cars are used to satisfy the mobility demand.
Moreover, transit from the neighbouring municipalities is considerable.
Precise data on transport behaviour and preferences of the inhabitants of Chwarzno Wiczlino was very
scarce. Regular research on transport behaviour and preferences conducted by the PT operator in Gdynia
every two years, embraces approximately 1% of all City inhabitants between the age of 16-70.
Thus, promoting actions, research activities and infrastructural changes had to be provided in the pilot
region.
In fact, main aim for the City of Gdynia in the SMACKER pilot was to improve the connectivity of the district
to the City Centre and therefore to the EU corridors. The pilot aimed at strengthening sustainable mobility
choices through enhancing the intermodality offer, as a backbone for implementation of DRT solutions.
In order to prepare a future implementation of DRT solutions, also the elaboration of a Mobility Plan for the
pilot area is crucial. An in-depth study of mobility patterns and preferences combined with active
participation of the pilot area residents would lead to the elaboration of new mobility services tailored to
the specific expectations of the local community.
Also, for the real implementation of DRT services, the attractiveness of the existing PT must be improved,
which requires a behavioural change of the residents.
The existing PT information and offer was poor. Real time passenger information was not available in the
area. To solve this issue, through the SMACKER pilot action, the City of Gdynia transformed the areas in the
proximity of PT stops into urban green islands and installed e-inks in 4 key locations to make PT more
attractive and trigger the behavioural change.
E-inks provide real time passenger information, information on ticketing, intermodal trip information and
access to sharing systems. They are powered with solar panels. Gdynia also optimized its PT offer for the
pilot area making it more transparent and of higher frequency. The enhanced offer is the backbone for new
mobility services, such as swing lines or DRT lines. When attractive bus stops are coupled with reliable and
real-time information on PT, behavioural change can occur, leading to an increased use of PT.
As regards the creation of urban green islands, the most frequently used bus stops in Gdynia have been
transformed into urban places, which included installing PT shelters and benches, equipping the stops with
RES powered real-time information displays (open data from the existing ITS system, information for
seamless travel, optimized timetables, information about events in the City etc.) and greening. The small
architecture resulted as an output of LMF meetings and it is considered as equally important as e-ink
implementation. Elements of architecture and projects of greenery arrangement needed to be accepted by
Architecture Department within City Hall. Projects of greenery arrangement were elaborated by the City
Gardener Department.
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The proposed solutions are cost effective and therefore easily transferable process wise and measure wise
to other regions – cities and towns in Metropolitan Area of Gdansk-Sopot-Gdynia (Żukowo, Szemud), other
Polish cities and all across Central Europe.
Thanks to this approach, it is possible to contribute to improved connection of peripheral areas to urban
city centres and to TEN-T corridors.
The City of Gdynia also implemented a targeted campaign to encourage the behavioural change in the pilot
area.
The communication and nudging materials elaborated and used within the pilot are reported in Annex 2.
Four posters and two animated movies with the SMACKER project logo dedicated to different activities were
developed in cooperation with the famous graphic designer Urszula Morga.
All elements together contributed to strengthening the backbone of the PT operating in the pilot area and
give the solid basis for possible DRT implementation in the future. The above-mentioned activities were
accompanied by infrastructure activities (financed outside SMACKER), such as construction of new bus stops
and bus shelters.
Outside SMACKER and complementary to the project, together with the Public Transport Executive in Gdynia
(ZKM), a new bus – occupancy study was prepared, which allowed to get raw data and some numbers.

3.2. Pilot implementation timetable
The pilot action implementation report is presented below in a tabular form. It includes the time plan
related to the development of the solution. The report on the implementation of the pilot nudging activities
is presented in a separate table in chapter Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata..
Table 4: Gdynia pilot action implementation report

When

Actual
implementati
on date

What

Involved
stakehold
ers

Details

Achievemen
t / scope
(milestone)

Impact of
COVID-19
pandemic

MayJune
2020

May-June
2020

Preparation
of tender
procedure
for design,
purchase and
installation
of e-inks

LMF

Regular
meetings
and
consultatio
ns with
LMF

Tender
procedure
completed
and
Contractor
selected for
the design,
purchase and
installation
of e-inks

No impact

July
2020

July-August
2020

Pilot
planning

LMF

Septemb
er 2020

September
2020

Pilot
planning
finalization

Pilot plan
completed

After
receiving the
offers from
potential
Contractors,
it turned out
that the
budget was
insufficient to

Release of
D.T2.2.4
“Pilot action
planning –
Gdynia, PL”
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When

Actual
implementati
on date

September
2020

What

Installation
of e-inks

Involved
stakehold
ers

Transport
operator,
external
Contractor

Details

4 e-inks
installed in
chosen PT
stops
within PT
shelter
and
charged
from PV
panel.

Bus stop
shelter
installation
on one of
the most
frequently
used bus
stop-Bryla

September
2020

Management
of the area
in the
vicinity of PT
stops

Installation
of fishshaped
seats in
the closest
vicinity of
the PT
stops,
preventing
from the
illegal
parking
and
increasing
the safety
in the
region.

Achievemen
t / scope
(milestone)

4 e-inks
installed

Impact of
COVID-19
pandemic
realise the
tender: this
was a
consequence
of the
pandemic, as
it
significantly
increased the
prices of all
services in
Poland.
The increase
in the price
of all services
affected the
price of the
pilot
elements.
The originally
planned
budget was
underestimat
ed.

Installation
of benches
and
arranging
the
greenery
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When

Actual
implementati
on date

What

Involved
stakehold
ers

Details

Achievemen
t / scope
(milestone)

Impact of
COVID-19
pandemic

in the
vicinity of
most
frequently
used PT
stops
October
2020

October 2020

Pilot PHASE I
running

Transport
Operator

No impact

Novemb
er 2020

November
2020

Pilot PHASE I
running

Transport
Operator

No impact

Decembe
r 2020

December
2020

Pilot PHASE I
running

Transport
Operator

No impact

January
2021

January 2021

Pilot PHASE I
running

Transport
Operator

No impact

February
2021

February
2021

Pilot PHASE I
running

Transport
Operator

No impact

March
2021April
2021

March 2021 –
April 2021

Preparation
of tender
procedure
for the
design and
printing of
information
signs to be
placed on
pavement in
the vicinity
of PT stops
in the pilot
area

May
2021

May 2021

Pilot PHASE I
+ PHASE II
running

Transport
Operator

No impact

June
2021

June 2021

Pilot PHASE I
+ PHASE II
running

Transport
Operator

No impact

July
2021

July 2021

Pilot PHASE I
+ PHASE II
running

Transport
Operator

No impact

August
2021

August 2021

Pilot PHASE I
+ PHASE II
running

Transport
Operator

No impact

Tender
procedure
completed
and
Contractor
selected for
the design,
printing and
placement of
the
information
signs on the
pavement

No impact
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When

Actual
implementati
on date

What

Involved
stakehold
ers

Septemb
er 2021

September
2021

Pilot PHASE I
+ PHASE II
running

Transport
Operator

October
2021

July 2022

Organisation
of pilot
implementati
on
information

Details

Achievemen
t / scope
(milestone)

No impact

Release of
D.T2.3.3
“Pilot
implementati
on – Gdynia
(PL)”
Release of
D.T2.4.2
“Pilot action
monitoring Gdynia (PL)

Organisation
of pilot
monitoring
data

Impact of
COVID-19
pandemic

(Data
collection
from
different
stakeholders
took longer
than
anticipated,
but it was not
directly
linked to the
pandemic)

Novemb
er 2021
Decembe
r 2021

July 2022

January
2022

April 2022

Evaluation of
pilot results

LMF

Release of
D.T2.4.8
“Pilot action
evaluation Gdynia (PL)

(Data
collection
from
different
stakeholders
took longer
than
anticipated.
It also took
much longer
to analyze
the data. This
was not
directly
linked to the
pandemic

LMF

Feedback on
SMACKER
project and
pilot results

(Data
collection
from
different
stakeholders
took longer
than
anticipated.
It also took
much longer
to analyze
the data. This
was not
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When

Actual
implementati
on date

What

Involved
stakehold
ers

March
2022

June 2022

End of
SMACKER

Details

Achievemen
t / scope
(milestone)

Impact of
COVID-19
pandemic
directly
linked to the
pandemic)
SMACKER
project got a
3-month
extension

3.3. Nudging and communication activity implementation
Gdynia pilot selected nudging and communication activities are presented in D.T2.2.4, chapter 2.1.
Activities are named and numbered following SMACKER deliverable D.T1.1.4, and the activities performed
until 30 June 2020 are reported in deliverable D.T1.2.6.
The following table summarizes what was done to implement the foreseen nudging and communication
activities. It is noted that the plan of these activities originally presented in D.T2.2.4 has been reorganized
following the real pilot implementation timing as well as the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
specific communication and nudging activities, among others the impossibility of running public events as a
consequence of the COVID19 pandemic.
It is noted that the communication and nudging activities have been evaluated and the results of such
evaluation are reported in D.T2.4.8.
Table 5: Gdynia pilot nudging and communication activity implementation report

ID

When

Actual
implementation
date

Nudging /
communication
activity (ref.
D.T1.1.4
coding)

Details

Impact of COVID19 pandemic

September
2019 –
April 2021

September 2019
– April 2022

(5.3)
Presentations at
periodic local
meetings,
establishment of
a local mobility
forum

Open periodic discussion
rounds about important
local concerns in the
municipality. These are
regular, periodic
meetings with a focus on
mobility within the
municipality. The
municipalities publish
the event results on their
media channels

No possibility to
organize all
scheduled face-toface meetings
during the COVID19 pandemic
situation. Anyway,
this did not impact
their quality.

September
2020December
2021

March 2021 –
October 2021

(5.9) Public
transport try-out
activities

Two short animated
movies will be produced
together with a series of
four posters, promoting
PT and DRT concept in
the pilot area. These will
be displayed in the PT

Due to
postponement of
several nudging
activities
implementation
was delayed.
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ID

When

Actual
implementation
date

Nudging /
communication
activity (ref.
D.T1.1.4
coding)

Details

lines operating in the
pilot region.

May 2021

May 2021 –
February
2022

April 2022

Never

(5.1) Mobility
stand on local or
regional event

(5.4)
Empowering
pupils to use
(flexible)
transport

Impact of COVID19 pandemic

Movies and posters
were used during
the marketing
campaign, which
was correlated
with some nudging
activities.

At local events (e.g.
Family Picnic in May
2020, a typical event in
Chwarzno Wiczlino
district even mentioned
in national TV), a
“mobility stand” is
implemented to provide
information on public
transport for commuters
and residents in Gdynia
pilot region Information
is provided by trained
staff for individual
conversations and
consultation, and also via
information folders and
other information
material. Each year,
about 3.000 residents of
the district participate to
the event. This is a good
opportunity to start a
dialogue with residents
about sustainable
transport in the pilot
area.

No possibility of
organizing a stand
during the COVID19 pandemic
situation.

Trained staff presents
risks of car use and
highlight alternatives
like flexible transport for
school. Trained staff
provides a presentation
and information material
not only for the pupils
but also for their parents
(planned term: beginning
of pilot implementation).

Schools did not
respond to request
to hold classes in
schools due to
pandemic situation
and remote
learning.

Due to
cancellation of
many local events,
5.1 nudging
activity was
organized during
the Final SMACKER
LMF meeting in
Gdynia (21 April
2022), not at a
local event as
originally planned.
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ID

When

Actual
implementation
date

Nudging /
communication
activity (ref.
D.T1.1.4
coding)

Details

Impact of COVID19 pandemic

*

May 2021September
2021

August 2021

(5.5) Guided
Public Transport
tour per target
group

This event foresees to
take the target groups on
a tour with PT. The tours
are designed for specific
target groups like the
local public authority
(District Council of
Chwarzno – Wiczlino).
This will be the
complementary element
to the regular LMF
meetings, enabling the
LMF members to discuss
public transport solutions
from the city centre to
the district, timetables,
tariffs, and safety rules.

No impact

May 2021September
2021

March 2021 –
October 2021

(5.9) Public
transport try-out
activities

Free PT test ticket,
potential public
transport users get in
contact with the public
transport system for the
whole trip; such
activities are
implemented in the
beginning of pilot
implementation. Gdynia
also creates a social
media campaign,
encouraging people
trying out PT for the first
time, to “post” on the
social media a picture or
similar about their
experience in travelling
with public transport.
Instagram and Facebook
profiles of Mobilna
Gdynia are exploited.

Optimizaton of PT
in the pilot area
was introduced
earlier than
previously
planned. In order
to correlate the
introduced
changes with the
nudging activities
it was decided to
start earlier.

A competition with
lottery and prizes for
travelling by public
transport is organized
(planned term: middle of
pilot implementation)

Optimizaton of PT
in the pilot area
was introduced
earlier than
previously plan. In
order to correlate

May 2021September
2021

March 2021 –
October 2021

(5.11) With PT to
work/school
competition with
lottery

Indeed, the
pandemic did not
impact this
activity.
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ID

When

Actual
implementation
date

Nudging /
communication
activity (ref.
D.T1.1.4
coding)

Details

Impact of COVID19 pandemic

The competition aims to
change people’s
transport behaviour.

the introduced
changes with the
nudging activities
it was decided to
start earlier.
Indeed, the
pandemic did not
impact this
activity.

May 2021September
2021

September 2020

5.15) “Thank
you” – Incentives
for current PT
users

Current PT users receive
a little present before or
after leaving the
(flexible) PT to show
appreciation for their
effort of using PT and to
increase people’s
motivation to use PT in
the future (planned
term: end of pilot
activities).

The activity was
organised only
once – in 2020. In
the ChwarznoWiczlino district
we distributed
sandwiches and
leaflets for PT
users. In 2021 this
was not possible
due to new COVID
restrictions.

May 2021September
2021

September 2020

(5.8) “Car-free
day” / EU
Mobility week

The EUROPEAN MOBILITY
WEEK campaign provides
the perfect opportunity
to present sustainable
mobility alternatives to
local residents,
organising a week of
activities on a specific
topic. For the European
Mobility Week 2020 that
takes place within 16-22
September, Gdynia
prepares a range of
interesting sustainable
transport events. For car
drivers, Gdynia offers
free trips by public
transport. The aim is to
encourage car users to
commute by bus or
trolleybus and show them
that public transport
vehicles are comfortable,
modern and passenger

The event was
arranged only once
– in 2020.
In 2021 this was
not possible
because of COVID19.
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ID

When

Actual
implementation
date

Nudging /
communication
activity (ref.
D.T1.1.4
coding)

Details

Impact of COVID19 pandemic

friendly. During the
European Mobility Week,
Gdynia also publishes
articles on sustainable
transport. The articles
are published on Mobilna
Gdynia webiste, in local
gazette “Ratusz” and
“Przystanek
Metropolitalny”
published by
Metropolitan Transport
Association of Gdansk
Bay.
March
2021March
2022

March 2021 –
June 2022

(5.18) Welcome
kit

Information packages for
new residents about PT –
Gdynia provides
comprehensive
information regarding
the range of PT
options/sustainable
mobility solutions
available in the district
for new residents. The
main objective is to
inform new residents on
PT and rely on the
change of personal
routine to foster the use
of PT (planned term:
beginning of pilot
implementation).

SMACKER project
got a 3-months
extension. The
distribution of the
Welcome Kit has
been extended
until the end of
project.

October
2021

July 2022

Organisation of
pilot
implementation
information
including nudging
and
communication
activities

Release of D.T2.3.3
“Pilot implementation –
Gdynia, PL”

(Data collection
from different
stakeholders took
longer than
anticipated. It also
took much longer
to analyze the
data. This was not
directly linked to
the pandemic).
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5. Annexes
Annexes report on the pilot activities implemented in collaboration with the LMF (Annex 1) and on the
communication and nudging material developed and used for the pilot action (Annex 2)

5.1. Annex 1: LMF meetings during the implementation, evaluation &
monitoring phases
5.1.1. Fifth Gdynia LMF meeting, 9 April 2020
Minutes
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5.1.2. Sixth Gdynia LMF meeting, 23 September 2020
Agenda
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Minutes
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Page 30

Page 31

Page 32

Page 33

Participant list
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Screenshots
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5.1.3. Seventh Gdynia LMF meeting, 29 June 2021
Minutes
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Participant / Distribution list
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5.1.4. Eighth Gdynia LMF meeting, 13 August 2021
Minutes
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Participant / Distribution list
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Picture
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5.1.5. Ninth Gdynia LMF meeting, 22 February 2022
Minutes
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Screenshots from PPT presentation
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Participant list
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Pictures
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5.1.6. Tenth Gdynia LMF meeting, 21 April 2022
Agenda
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Minutes
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Event article
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Participant list
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Pictures
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The communication and nudging materials elaborated and used within the pilot action are reported in Annex
2.
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5.2. Annex 2: Nudging and communication material for the Gdynia Pilot
implementation
5.2.1. E-inks, shelters, benches, greenery and stickers at bus stops

Figure 1: E-ink (real time information, traditional timetables, information on additional events/ tariffs and
transportation hubs) in Public Transport bus stops.
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Figure 2: Bus stop shelter installation on one of the most frequently used bus stops – Bryla.

Figure 3: Benches in the vicinity of most frequently used PT stops.
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Figure 3: Greenery in the vicinity of most frequently used PT stops.

Figure 4: Stickers on the pavement, navigating the inhabitants of the region to the nearest PT stop.
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5.2.2. Nudging and communication material public transport try-out activities

Figure 5: Animated movie promoting PT and DRT concept in the pilot area.

Movie is available on youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNYBcuMJM1g
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Figure 6: Poster 1 promoting PT and DRT concept in the pilot area – “Modern bus stops so convenient you might
miss the bus”.

Figure 7: Poster 2 promoting PT and DRT concept in the pilot area – “Electronic timetables, always up to date”.
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Figure 8: Poster 3 promoting PT and DRT concept in the pilot area – “Electronic tickets always on your smartphone”.
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Figure 9: Poster 4 promoting PT and DRT concept in the pilot area – “Bus lane - forget the traffic jams”.
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5.2.3. Welcome Kit – information packages for new residents about PT

Figure 10: Letter from the Mayor of Gdynia Wojciech Szczurek to the residents of the district.
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Figure 11: Information packages for new residents about PT.
Gdynia provides comprehensive information regarding the range of PT options/sustainable mobility solutions available
in the district for new residents. The main objective is to inform new residents on PT and rely on the change of personal
routine to foster the use of PT (planned term: beginning of pilot implementation).
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5.2.4. Mobility stand on local or regional event

Figure 12: Information and promotional materials.
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5.2.5. With PT to work/school competition with lottery
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Figure 13: Selected photos of winners of social media competitions.
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5.2.6. “Thank you” – Incentives for current PT users

Figure 14: Distribution of sandwiches and leaflets in the chwarzno-wiczlino district.
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5.2.7. Leaflets

Figure 15: SMACKER pilot information leaflet no.1.
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Figure 16: SMACKER pilot information leaflet no.2.
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Figure 17: SMACKER pilot information leaflet no.3.
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